94-04 Billet Battery Hold Down Install

Remove factory battery hold down.

There are two supports that need to be trimmed down the same height as the center piece where the stock bolt goes.

Next the battery side of the hold down needs to be trimmed down approximately 1/8”.

When finished it should look like this.

Place the factory mount into position and put the aluminum side mount on top while running the long threaded rod through the center.

Screw the thread rod down so that the top of the rod sits below the body of the bracket then place the nut on top and tighten down.

Install the short bracket to the bottom of one side of the top bracket with provided allen bolts. Place it on top of the battery.

Line up the top bracket with the big side bracket and install allen bolts and tighten down securing the battery.

Finished.

Be sure to shop our online store for the best deals: www.uprproducts.com